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Rules and dealing procedures
This game uses a six deck shoe only made up of standard 52 card decks
Texas 21 is blackjack with a Bonus Wager. The blackjack portion of the game may be dealt by
any rules approved in the state of Washington.
The Bonus Wager works as follows. The minimum Wager is $1 the maximum may be set by
the casino within state limits. Each casino may set their own aggregate limits as long as it
complies with WSGC rules. The house may decide if they want to allow the player to wager
more on the bonus wager than players are betting on the hand.
After dealing every player two cards and two cards to the house the house flips over their up
card. Next the dealer will take the next four cards out of the shoe and place them face up to
the right of dealers up card The players first two blackjack cards of their blackjack hand and
the dealers up card along with the 4 card flop make the players Texas 21 hand. Using those 7
cards the player makes their best five card hand. Starting from the dealers right (3rd base) all
bets are paid or taken in turn according to the following pay tables. After reconciling all
Bonus Wagers the blackjack portion of the game proceeds as normal. If no player is playing the
bonus wager the dealer will skip the 4 card flop and proceed directly to the blackjack portion of
the game.
Pay Table A
3 of a kind…………1-1
Straight…………….2-1
Flush……………….3-1
Full house…………..5-1
Four of a kind……..10-1
Five of a kind……..40-1
Straight flush….…..50-1
Royal flush……….150-1
Five of a kind suited 500-1
7.6%
Pay Table B
3 of a kind….….……1-1
Straight…….…..……2-1
Flush……….…..……3-1
Full House…….…….5-1
Four of a kind...……14-1
Five of a kind………40-1
Straight Flush………50-1
Royal flush…..……150-1
5 of a kind suited….500-1
3.78%
Texas 21 progressive jackpot
The Texas 21 progressive jackpot is a Progressive Wager . Texas 21 may be played with or
without the Texas 21 progressive jackpot. It may be run using any approved third party

jackpot system or by simply placing a second drop box on the table to hold losing wagers.
The progressive bet is always 1$.Unlike most progressive jackpots players who win will keep their
original wager.
Before the hand starts players wishing to play the progressive place their Progressive
Wager.After the flop the dealer will reconcile all wagers before proceeding to play the blackjack
portion of the game. All wining progressive wagers except for Royal Flushes are paid from the
tray. The seed money,$500 is included in the house edge. After being hit the jackpot is
reseeded at $500 .
In the event more than one person hit’s a royal flush, or if there is a Royal Flush on the
board. The jackpot will be shared evenly by all winning wagers . A player playing multiple
hands will receive one share for each hand in play with a progressive wager. Players hitting a
fixed payout will win that amount even if someone else hit’s the top payout. Aggregate limits
do not apply to progressive jackpots. The house will put a minimum of .25 cents from every
dollar dropped, into the progressive jackpot . Statistically the average winning jackpot will be
$10,422. House edge 24.7% hit rate 1 in 14.9
Texas 21 Progressive pay table.
Full House …………4-1
Four of a kind……..10-1
Five of a kind……..100-1
Straight Flush……..250-1
Royal Flush …….Progressive Jackpot.
If you are not using an electronic meter for your progressive you must post the amount of the
jackpot conspicuously on the table . The jackpot amount must be updated each day before
opening the table for play.
Players may not side bet on another players hand, ant game irregularities must be handled by
house policy , which must comply with WSGC rules. Aggregate limits must comply with WSGC
rules.
Operator cannot allow wagering limits to exceed the authorized limits set out in WAC 230-15-040 and WAC
230-15-140
Texas-21 is a standard house banked blackjack game with optional bonus wager(s) All standard rules
pertaining to blackjack as posted on the WSGC’s website remain the same except for those listed in these Rules of
Play

